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Microsoft had planned the launch of Windows95 in 1995. Then in the year 1998, Windows launched
its new operating system, Windows98 which was better than the previous version. But one could not
ignore the fact that it consisted of the â€œY2K bugsâ€• which were believed to create some problems with
the year 2000 just around the corner. Then there were constant upgrades in the operating systems:
Windows XP, Windows Vista and finally the latest version, Windows 7. We cannot overlook the fact
that even though Windows 7 is the latest version of Windows OS, it is full of mistakes, bugs, faults
etc. and this problem has been given the name of â€œBinary Planting.â€•

The flaws that were observed are as follows:

1.	EXTRA CONCEITED:

Windows has been constantly conceited for years at stretch now, and Microsoft needs to get over it
as it leads to slow performance and decrease in its efficiency. Also, too much of processing power is
being built in the PCâ€™s today leading to a risk for its security.

2.	SECURITY ISSUES:

All the security issues that have been related to the Windows Operating Systems are real. And the
problem has been getting worse ever since. Since Windows is still the main target for the cyber-
criminals, it needs to do something about its security soon.

3.	LACK OF APP STORE:

Another issue that the Windows is dealing with is the lack of the App store as provided by its
competitors e.g. Mac OS. This makes Windows a little less popular and if it does not work towards
building this program, it will make the users shift their choice towards Mac OS.

4.	IDENTITY PROBLEMS:

The main problem that the Windows is dealing with is that some critics still consider the Windows as
â€œEvil Empireâ€• which is ruling the world. Windows has to work upon making its identity which is more
user friendly than attracting the negative talk which has been making rounds for quite some time
now. And because of this reason, many computer users have taken to use the other operating
systems.

5.	ADDRESSING THE CLOUD:

With the launch of Google Chrome, and becoming an instant hit so much so that it is the only OS
that is being used maximum these days, Windows now need to come up with an operating system
that gives a tough competition to Chrome. The sooner Windows comes up with this cloud based
OS, the better it will be for them.
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